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I have told to you what it was that happened.
I wept tears, a crowd of them,
and they grew, I am sure of it,
zhe thorn I am fond of
I am still looki11g for those thorns
in the dry wood.
Only
as I search for them, l come across laurel.

Paul Ramsey
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New Year's Dream
A beat up car rattles through
back streets, it's night, static
comes out or the dashboard with
something else mixed in like
voices, copter blades panting
above, the steering wheel's
stiff, the heater won't work,
a spotlight that prowls in the
dark, searching, searching,
its beam on the road,
the car has turned off to the
woods. In the distance are hills
on which lie houses, in which
lie you and I, sleeping, in
bed, knowing nothing or this.

McManus
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Moonshine
Soothed by the murmur
ofmy parents' conversation
I lean against the window
Late one summer night
half drowsing on the ride home
I lean again t the window
temple on smooth glass
heart pulsing beneath my ribs
Late one summer night
half drowsing on the ride home
Temple on smooth glass,
heart pulsing beneath my ribs
eyes open to the drifting clouds
Late one summer night
half drowsing on the ride home
Heart pulsing beneath my ribs
eyes open to the drifting clouds
-the moon has folded!
Soft laughter at my slined gasp
wakes me to reality
Late one summer night
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Ralston

Bell-Huey Crash in '69 Near Telhacca
The rind of the swamp
is embossed with breathing muzzles
of puddinged branches.
Trowels have shaped its mortar
around a liquid brick
of slow digesting ooze.
And then the fiery wreck falls,
scoops a low trough
and the slough is singed and peeling.
The water rises through the hulk
lying among the weeds
like a hairline receding.
The swamp has been opened,
and now its charred vestibule
Oickers inside like a candle in an alcove.
Its juices leak through the broken sluice.
Gasoline and blood palpitate
through the roofing chinks.
This is the burning saddle of the tide,
filling up like bread
dipped into the wine.
The dissolving howl
sinks into sleep in mud
like a sachet of petals.

Caines
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Junkyard
The field was lying below the road;
the road and ky were all we could see
outside the field of cars.
The grass was the color of the rocks,
clumped and bent over like mourners,
or Baalist . or newborns.
We found our model :
the tires melted inside a sedge of fireweed,
glass splashed in the dust like teardrops,
rust, across the body like a rash,
blood cru ted in ide the symbol on the steering wheel.
We took the part we needed,
a door bumper for our Civic.

To Orange Juice
0 thou cunning cool
of pimply orb,
of shades of sunset squeezed,
sharp as a spleen's
splintering venomVivacious Vulgarian!
with health infixed
of cell's C-vitamin.
Immunize immunity!
'gainst cold air's
callous coercion
to fatal invisibility
of a body infestation.
Murdered millions,
0, by grace, by potent juice,
fall dead from man's
private parts
in white cells captive.
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Kaufmann, Herrmann

Baker
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Myself

My shoes were raptured last week.
I wasn't there.
They sat in the cornerAhh ... crushed popcorn!
The vacuum whirs,
Kernels crack.
I was naked yesterday at lunch.
I got cold.
That's when I noticed.
My clothes were rapturedAll but the lint.
I wasn't there.
A tree fell in the woods.
No sound.
I didn't see it,
But I tripped over it
My brain was raptured!ts protective shell too.
I wasn't there.
You're looking down at me.
Why are you scared?
I'm beating on the noor.
The watch ticks next to me.
My body was rapturedI wasn't there.

I see my shoesmy clothesmy brainI can't reach out
My body is there too.
What is this religion?
I didn't choose itI wasn't there.
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Mounlan

Feast
I am lying in the sun and cloudsTwo vultures are circling overhead
checking me out
·
of here.
They sense a tasty piece of death in me
that I cannot seeA piece they long to land on and pick away at
and gorge themselves on.
What carnal joy they must feel in feasting
on deceasing ones.
I am not thrilled to meet kin to face
those ravenous beaks

Perry Ferry
Very tiny town, Perry. The Perry Ferry take one to the other dumb side of a bona
fide map crumb, so one doesn't have to bum or thumb a nde. Mona its with a lap
full of tits on a bench by the station, a wench with a mission to pull the Perry Fcny
to its final destination. Thi shoddy body of water, spotted by Salvador Dali' s
clocks drooping over its docks, is the river Styx, a mix of shitty water and elixir
QuiclcJy swims the river Styx, fixed on mixing its dirty squirty stuff with the
rougher Gulf of Murky, which gulps down the dirty droopy squirty poopy into a
brown shiny belly, kinda smelly, like Boutros Boutros-Ghali's burrito-blackened
belly, but not really. You think back to the Bay of Pigs with a pack of c1g and a
sky-rack of MiGs, quasi-kamikaze thugs, dropping like Nazis into the waterScotch-cotton compound of the sound of brown splashes, then drifting like ashes
to adorn the shore's shorn comers-where normally the Perry Ferry ornaments the
Styx liquid monument, nigh on five miles from the Gulf of Murky, as the turkey
nies, or maybe nails and nops and gets nailed by the cops- huh, the foppish
creature, beaching by the station where the bench-wench waits patiently to learn
of the Perry Ferry's return, not aware that the barely bearable tolerably bad toddler,
Cadwallader the Terrible, whom fairy-tales dubbed the Admirable Admiral, now
varies the course of the Perry Ferry in the wide brown tide wearing one white Nike
and one Sperry dock-sider.

Swink, Belz
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Traveling Show
for S1c,•cn Padgen

In the year of our lord of the silence,
in the day of the patron saint of cigarettes,
the mystery wagon wheels trundle you back to town,
singing, breathing some song of the South,
sweet potato pie.
Where have you been? chorus the coarse fanner children,
who are descended of cotton, soybeans, rusted out tractors.
Whal have you seen in the world?
And you begin to answer,
but the love child threads through the crowd
of hungry tabloid seekers
and offers his silver Oule.
The town poet, drunk, idiot mile and leans back
into robes of Dickinson while.
ow we will hear how tears made the mud
that paints your wagon,
how sea wind blesses,
how salt water baptizes.
Now you sing lo those who hear,
the child, poet, grandmother.
But in the morning, in the morning,
the wagon wheels mourn another dawning
offare thee wel I.
You are fantastically gone into the year
before the robed poet can wake,
can tum from wine to coffee, can ask,
When do you. your wild songs of faith return,
will you bring your wife from the spring lilies,
will you remember the road?
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Hardie

Zimmerman
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In the Company of Poets
I am the girl at the 7th grade dance, wilted
newer on hunched shoulder,
shoulder against the wall.
Thi momenl is too important to matter.
If I close my eyes, it will be over
so I can long for it.
But to be here now. in my grown-up pol ye ter
blouse and midi skirt is excruciating.
I stare
al the row of black polished shoes, hifting,
tapprng to Donnie Osmond imitating Michael Jackson
singing
"One Bad Apple Don't Spoil the Whole Bunch Girl,"
bul I'm ready lo give up on love.
Two shoes walk pasl mine.
My Leady hasn't talked to me in two weeks since
we've exchanged dog tags. (The whole thing was arranged
through a friend; we've never
really spoken al all.) By the punch bowl.
my besl fnend Patty is laughing hysterically at nothing.
Two shoes echo across the room,
taking hours to reach me.
We share loneliness on the dance noor,
too shy lo peak or let go; then I speak
and he lets go.
Now I am couple number one. I close my eyes and move
to the music that's played twenty years in my head.
If the room is not bathed in this particular
melancholy, which, like love, makes everything too
important to voice,
then don't tell me, don't
tell me. don't tell me.
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Crumble

Variation on a Theme by Sandburg
(Nero)
We walk on the rooftops of Rome
every day, they are under
the sidewalk, still burning.
I have knelt on the concrete
with my hands on my knees and I lean
my head down to a crack.
Issues of smoke fill my nose
with dark clouds. When my ears reach
the ground they hear screaming.
When I look up again I can see
that in front there are many, in rows,
with this posture.
The same way you sit there
inhaling this, the proof
that I too played the fiddle.

Going Home
The black silhouette of the mountains
cal Is her back.
Where is my safe place?
She is tempted by sun-sweet memories
of a leaf boat in a wading pond.
I can not find it.
Three hawks circle the field where her father
once spun her round and round.
It disappeared long ago
leaving me empty.
Sourwood trees bend and beg,
"Come hom e, Come home!"
You can never go hom e again.

McMan.us, Pusser
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Zimmerman

Heather Stained Red
Heather stained red
A morning in May. dark misty morning
Clover and heather Priesthill adorning;
Peden the prophet had been there that night.
Rose early that morning, and pa ed out of ighL
John Brown of Priesthill. Isabel his wife,
Striving Lo live a Puritan life.
Heather ta111ed red
A soft moss bed
Head of the Kirk. James Stuart was claiming
All who opposed him. crushing and maiming.
Attend the Curate, pray for the King
As head of the Kirk, unspeakable thing.
The Covenanter seek, put him lo death,
Expire his la l vile Lreasonous breath.
Heather sra111ed red
A oji moss bed
Resting his head
Bloody Claverhouse, Bonnie Dundee,
Servant of Stuart on bended knee.
Scour the hills. the cave and the fens,
Tearing the Covenanter out of hi den.
Seek for Peden, go to Priesthill,
Perchance the Prophet there you may kill.

Heather stained red
A soft moss bed
Resting his head
The faithful dead

John Brown. where i Peden?/ know not. his reply.
Then go lo your prayers, for today you will die.
Her babe in her arms. a prayer he aid,
Knowing her lover soon would be dead.
Explosion! The ball ripped through his brain.
She wept there alone in the soft misty rain .
Heather stained red
A soft moss bed
Resting his head
The faithful dead
Profusely bled
/11 tears she shed.

Higgins
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Smyrna Beach, 11 AM
The shades still down,
the air conditioner drips.
Morning has not reached them.
Soon they will awake.
The blood gathers in their heads.
Sterile chill awaits.
In this rented room,
this cold seafloor removed from time,
one rises in the dark.
He picks his way through the wreckage,
the sunken celebration,
stumbling towards the bath,
unaware that outside there is warm air
in the open halls,
open balconies to the sea.
His companions sleep
under pale sheets of bellies,
naked to the fur,
dreaming of a marriage
in brown muscles,
sun and water with no shelter.
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Caines
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pooling behind a mental dam
emotions swim like fish through the pool of words
sliding slippery from significance, hard to hold, harder to catch
currents and whirlpools of thought swirl through the lake
making the water unstable unsafe
I float on the raft of consciousness
fishing on the surface of myself
dragged by tides and eddies
then the dam is bro k en I try to funnel
wet words
through
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On The Pier
I ee one tar overhead,
And the moon, leaking through a cloth of clouds.
Below, a fenced trap attached to the pier
Enclo e in a half-circle
ea turtle , two harks and one ray
Who awa1l their call lo the kitchen,
Then lo the mouth of gluttonous gringos.
The turtles circle the edges as 1f searching
For a hidden hole that would set them
Free to swim Lo the reef and beyond to the open seaThe shark lie still
Inside the bar mounted on the pier's end
People rub bellies to the low beat of Latin love songs;
Theairi calm,
And 1t remarn that way as it travels
Into lungs and comes out transfom1ed into soothing
Te Cl/no or I loves you brushed warm against
Receptive ears
And blended melodiously wiU1 a rhyilimic tenor saxophone.
I leai1 again l the railing above the netted animals
And as a ponge soak up tile damp breeze, the dim night sights,
Uie sounds of my surroundings, and
I wonder what iliis night sounds like underwater
to the still sharks.
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Swink, Cagnolatti

Dying Dead
Looking across the ,.,alley I see a train
rattling on towards the scrap iron factory.
The hawks circle above, in pairs
cutting the powder blue sky with their dark forms.
The luminous grey mountains facing me are so faraway
they make my eyes ache.
The wind tugs at my shirt with long fingers
and whispers, "You are doomed to die dead .. "
If only I could soar like the hawks.
If only I could lose these feel of clay.
Ten seconds of free-fall would be worth a thousand deaths.
Standing on the edge of the tallest cliff in the world
I dig my toes into the green, green moss
and curl them around the cool stone.

Detroit '92 Bus Depot
Birds
go wild in the winter
when the bread gets scarce.
Can watch 'em scurne after
cigarette butts
like poor drunk fools.
Don't even know what bread is.
But I've spent my time tryin ·
to keep 'em fed . Not easy
come February
when the diesels, rains
near drive us luny! Luny
not tony South-to those pink and green
parks where even dogs
can drink tequilas. Hey.
No kids throwin'
rocks at cars or birds shivering in
McDonald's wrappers-if it weren't for my
daughter's husband who drinks too much,
even Tuesdays, wouldn't have to
worry much 'bout these sore ankles
in the poor weather.

Pusser, Simmons
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Ode to the last Snowpile After the Bliuard of '93
You gathered bulk nakemeal
by the cold wind
All its power nowed into you.
Dis olving now to the cruel ground
in Lhe gentle air of pring,
your dirty line look surprised.
Like Ozymandia .
like Richard 1xon,
like Lucifer, son of the morning.
Like all the cold daily lies
that gather on the oped page
during the reign of nighL
Like all the cold and deadly whisperings
of cold mornings in my sheets
before sunri e.

Pwneer Wo man
10 Carol
(cooking at the wooclburni.og stove dwmg the blizzard of' 93)

Soot-smudged
Forehead and cheeks
Bring out the intense
Blue of your eyes,
Making you seem
More serious,
More detem1ined,
More formidable:
A woman
Who could kill
And skin
And cook
T he bear.
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Foreman, Wildeman

Three Ye=
"I composed as I spoke, and often my hand could hardly follow the swift flight
of my musical ideas" - Sergei Rachmaninov

The sun baked us, after the wedding, and we moved into a house.
Fall, and we counted our money.
We bought a plastic rake and a pair of garden gloves.
Snow drenched our cuffs, made tingling rocks of our fingers.
The sun blushed and hid; a snowbank deflated and ran to the streel
Spring rained on our jeans, my wife and me, and we went in.
The rain of distant applause inside.
Sheets of rain, and quiet, in tandem.
Weeds broke the flowerbed and twined the rail.
The sun burned us, and we rubbed skin from our arms.
It flew like snow when I fanned my shirt.
The radio crackled, another baseball game,
station identification, and the top of the hour.
Fireworks. Funnel cakes.
In bed she read John Grisham against her better judgment
We itched as we fell asleep.
Fall, and we raked it into piles.
At night we played canasta on the porch, drinking
Lemon Zinger, listening for the scores.
We sometimes sat on the porchswing, chains scraping like cicadas,
rooting for the Cardinals, though we lived near Atlanta,
feet scuffling the porchboards.
We sometimes cooked ground turkey, though neither of us
had a taste for it, so we mixed it with beef and put it in chili .
Our cousins paid a visit, and we chattered and laughed,
chatted and laughed.
Winter surprised us with so much whiteness, like summer redoubled from
hibernation, and we had to buy sunglasses.
A day and a night and the surface hardened, and we yelled
into the woods, as if our echoes were frozen too,
and trying to confirm us.
( cont.)

Belz
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A if even our shadows were frozen .
We shoveled the walk.
Spring, Summer, Fall.
Snow and we built a smoky fire.
March 12, I 993, the shortest perigee, we heard,
and the biggest moon .
I had my fi ls lo my forehead in the study, trying lo anger, listening
lo Horowitz playing Rachmaninov, hearing the silence
of the unwritten music, the ground of the passage, over and below
the passage. Rachmaninov's dream, realizing in a bed of quiel
The moon was so closeSpring and a swirl of weeds.
Summer.
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Belz, Cagnolatti
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